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Introduction

In 1896 Arsène d’Arsonval reported symptoms of altered

cardiovascular regulation in subjects plunging the head into

a 42 Hz magnetic field (MF) in the order of 100 µT in a

large solenoid [1]. He also reported magnetophosphenes

induced by magnetic field of a smaller coil.

Magnetophospenes have been extensively studied and a

frequency dependent threshold in the order of 5-10 mT MF

at the retina has been established [2].

The influence of MF on cardiovascular regulation has re-

ceived less attention. Studies below 1 µT and above 100 µT

reported no effect. As shown in Figure 1 there are repeated

reports in the 10-100 µT exposure range, especially when

challenging the sympathetic part of cardiovascular regula-

tion, that showed influence of 16-60 Hz MF on slowing

heart rate and altered heart rate variability in human sub-

jects [1–21].

We approach the topic from an engineering perspective and

present a putative mechanism for influence of 10-100 µT,

10-100 Hz magnetic field on human cardiovascular regula-

tion.
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Figure 1: Studies showing influence of magnetic field on

human cardiovascular regulation.

Materials and Methods

Anatomy and physiology analysis

From an engineering perspective human cardiovascular

regulation can be seen as a non-linear closed loop con-

trol system aiming at stabilizing blood pressure and oxygen

supply to the human brain.

Baroreceptors in the carotid arteries (neck) are sensors for

blood pressure and flow. The pressure dependent firing rate

of the mechanoreceptors shows no firing below a threshold

(e.g. 80 mmHg) and pressure dependent firing rate above

the threshold.

The baroreceptor signal is processed in the nucleus of the

solitary tract in the brainstem. Depending on systolic (e.g.

120 mmHg) and diastolic (e.g. 80 mmHg) pressure, there

are two distinct feedback mechanisms: (1) parasympathetic

autonomous control slows heart rate if systolic pressure

is too high, (2) sympathetic autonomous control increases

blood vessel constriction and slightly increases heart rate

if diastolic pressure is too low. The sympathetic effect on

low frequency heart rate fluctuation is an order of magni-

tude below the parasympathetic effect.

This work has focus on the sympathetic autonomous con-

trol mechanism operating at noise level of the barorecep-

tors. The sympathetic system resembles a discrete-time

signal processing design clocked at the heart beat. The

output generates sympathetic bursts. For each heartbeat

there either is a sympathetic burst or there is no sympa-

thetic burst. The probability of having a sympathetic burst

depends on the diastolic pressure level. There is a 1.4 sec-

ond latency between the sampling of the diastolic pressure

and the corresponding generated output sympathetic burst.

Increased muscular sympathetic nerve activity (MSNA) re-

sults in increased blood vessel constriction by direct nerve

path and indirectly by the renin-angiotensin hormone sys-

tem.

Baroreceptor signal encoding

From engineering perspective the pressure dependent

baroreceptor signal output used two encodings. Systolic

pressure is encoded using frequency modulation (FM) and

diastolic pressure is encoded using pulse width modulation

(PWM). The PWM duty cycle is lower for reduced diastolic

pressure because of the longer silence period correspond-

ing to pressure level below the baroreceptor firing thresh-

old.

External interference at or above the noise level may

shorten the silence period resulting in a PWM encoded

pressure signal reading that appears to be higher than the

actual diastolic pressure. This may influence the sym-

pathetic control and result in widening of blood vessels,

slightly slowing heart rate and reduced oxygen supply to

the human brain.

Magnetic field and firing probability

Time varying magnetic field induces electric field and cur-

rents in human body and electric field across excitable
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cell membranes (e.g. carotid baroreceptor sensory cells).

This time-coherent firing probability modulation is aver-

aged over surface of each cell and across all sensory cells

in a converging neural network (see Fig. 2). Signal (mag-

netic field modulated firing probability) to noise ratio is in-

creased by coherent averaging.

magnetic > electric field/ >electric field > mod. firing > converging
field current body cell membrane probability network

Figure 2: Time varying magnetic field induces electric

field and currents in human body resulting in electric field

across excitable cell membranes. Firing probability is co-

herently modulated and averaged over sensor surface and

converging neural network.

Sensor noise level

The noise level of a sensor scales with
√

n for n times spa-

tial or temporal averaging.

The human visual system can not only detect light but also

magnetic field (magnetophosphenes) and pressure (pres-

sure phosphenes). Assuming similar technology, the MF

threshold of the baroreceptors may be calculated from the

well established visual system magnetophosphene thresh-

old using the temporal (bandwidth) and spatial (area) aver-

aging properties of the two sensors.

The peripheral retina has a rod density of 40’000/mm2.

With 1000 converging rods the sensor area is 1/40 mm2

= 0.025 mm2. The bandwidth of the visual system is 40

Hz and the MF noise-level is 5-10 mT (magnetophosphene

threshold).

Carotid arteries with a diameter of 5 mm have 15.7 mm

circumference. Assuming 10 mm length the baroreceptor

sensor area can be estimated to be 157 mm2. The band-

width of the sensor is in the order of 1 Hz.

Compared with retina sensors the baroreceptor sensors

have relative spatial averaging narea = 157/0.025 = 6283

and relative temporal averaging nbandwith = 40/1 = 40.

Simple converging sensory neuron network model

We propose a simple converging sensory neural network

model with following properties. Non-linear, discrete-time

simulation at 1 ms resolution. 1000 input firing signals with

modulated firing probability density function (pdf) and 3

stage 10:1 converging coincident detection. The model cor-

responds to feed-forward converging network path from fir-

ing probability modulation in sensory cells to cardiovascu-

lar regulation system in the brainstem. The number input

cells was chosen in the order of magnitude of fibre num-

bers in sensory nerves and visual rods networks. The three

stage design is an assumption and is not based on anatomic

knowledge. The fundamental behaviour, however, is not

expected to depend on a specific number of stages.

The MATLAB code of the model:

% Simple converging sensory neural network

%

% Joel Niederhauser, July 2017

%

% This simple model simulates 1000 random firing units converging into

% 100, 10, 1 ouput signal using 1 ms resolution discrete time model

n=1000; % generate 1000 units

t=20; % simulation period in ms (50 Hz)

stages = 3; % 3 converging stages

thr = 2; % threshold for 3 stages

res=[]; % result

res_f=[]; % modulation factor for result

graph=0; % show graph (0 = no intermediate graphs, 1 = show graphs)

range = -2:0.01:3; % calculate

% f = 3; range=log10(f); graph=1; % produce graphs for factor 3

% f = 100; range=log10(f); graph=1; % produce graphs for factor 100

for e=range;

f = 10.^e % logarithmic scaling

pn = (ones(t,1)-f*cos(2*pi*(1:t)’/t))*1/40; % cos modulated PDF

pn(pn<0)=0; % limit probability density function to 0..1

pn(pn>1)=1;

pn_sum=cumsum(pn); % cumulative distribution function

pn_sum(pn_sum<0)=0; % limit cdf to 0..1

pn_sum(pn_sum>1)=1;

if graph

figure(1); plot(pn); axis([-inf inf 0 1]); title ([’probability density function’

num2str(f)]);

figure(2); plot(pn_sum); axis([-inf inf 0 1]); title ([’cumulative distribution

function’ num2str(f)]);

end

r=rand(n,1); % generate 1000 random firing probabilities

un=zeros(n,1); % prepare firing time

for i=1:n % calculate firing time for each sensory neuron

ind=find(pn_sum<=r(i));

if (isempty(ind))

un(i)=0;

else

un(i)=ind(end);

end

end

if graph

figure(3); hist (un,0:19); % histogram of all firing events

end

% converge network

ma = zeros(t+1,n); % prepare firing matrix

ma((1:t+1:n*(t+1))’+un) = 1;% firing event for 1000 neurons

ma(end,:)=[]; % ignore all neurons that did not fire

if graph

figure(4);imagesc(ma’); title([’stage 0: 1000 neuron firing f=’ num2str(f)]);

end;

ma2 = zeros(t,n/10);

for i=1:100 % converge 1000->100 neurons

ma2(:,i) = sum(ma(:,(1:10)+(i-1)*10),2); % sum firing coincidents

end

if graph

figure(5); imagesc(ma2’); title([’stage 1: 100 neuron coincidents’ num2str(f)]);

end

ma3=ma2>=thr; % two or more coincident firings at input?

if graph

figure(6); imagesc(ma3’); title([’stage 1: 100 neuron firing’ num2str(f)]);

end;

ma4 = zeros(t,n/100);

for i=1:10 % converge 100->10 neurons

ma4(:,i) = sum(ma3(:,(1:10)+(i-1)*10),2);

end

if graph

figure(7); imagesc(ma4’); title([’stage 2: 10 neuron coincidents’ num2str(f)]);

end;

ma5=ma4>=thr; % two or more coincident firings at input?

if graph

figure(8); imagesc(ma5’); title([’stage 2: 10 neuron firing’ num2str(f)]);

end

ma6 = zeros(t,n/1000);

for i=1:1 % converge 10->1 neuron

ma6(:,i) = sum(ma5(:,(1:10)+(i-1)*10),2);

end

if graph

figure(9); imagesc(ma6’); title([’stage 3: 1 neuron coincidents’ num2str(f)]);

end;
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ma7=ma6>=thr; % two or more coincident firings at input?

if graph

figure(10); imagesc(ma7’); title([’stage 3: 1 neuron firing’ num2str(f)]);

end;

res=[res;sum(ma7)]; % store total firing counts as result

res_f=[res_f;f]; % store factor as result parameter

end;

figure(100);semilogx(res_f,res,’linewidth’,2);

title(’Simple converging network model 3 stages’)

ylabel(’firing rate [a.u.]’);

xlabel(’modulation factor’);

Results

Sensor sensitivity threshold

The noise level of a sensor scales with
√

n for n times spa-

tial or temporal averaging. The MF threshold is expected to

scale with 1/
√

n = 1/
√

narea ·nbandwith = 1/
√

6283 ·40 =
1/500.

Based on the magnetophosphene threshold of 5-10 mT the

MF threshold for baroreceptor sensor can be calculated to

be at 5-10 mT / 500 = 10-20 µT.

This threshold is in the same order of magnitude as pre-

viously estimated theoretical limit for human sensitivity to

weak fields [2, 22].

Simple converging sensory neural network model

The output of the MATLAB simulation is shown in Fig. 3

and 4. For modulation below the sensitivity threshold there

are only one or two firing events at the output of the con-

verging network. For modulation factor 3 the firing rises

up to 8 or 9 events. For larger modulation the number of

firing events decreases to one or two.

...
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Figure 3: Result for two modulation factors: modulated

probability density function (pdf) and coincident detection

for each stage of the simple model. Factor 3 generates 9

firing events. Factor 100 generates only 2 firing events at

the output.

Discussion

The MF sensitivity threshold of the baroreceptor sensors

was calculated from the known phosphene threshold using

simple geometry and bandwidth considerations. The result

of 10-20 µT is in the same order of magnitude as previous

theoretical human sensitivity threshold estimation [2, 22].

Figure 4: Result of simple converging neural network

model for modulation factor range showing amplitude win-

dow effect.

The MF field may interfere with the silent period of the

baroreceptor diastolic pressure measurement influencing

the correct regulation of the blood vessel constriction. If

the sympathetic regulation is influenced or inhibited by MF

interference a change in dynamic control behaviour may be

observed when properly challenged (e.g. changing ambient

temperature or drawing blood).

The simple converging neural network may provide an ex-

planation why influence of MF on cardiovascular regula-

tion was reported at 10-100 µT in human studies [1–21]

but not observed in studies with higher MF.

Acute cardiovascular effects may reduce cerebral oxygen

supply and should be considered in safety regulations.

Conclusions

Based on phosphene threshold we estimate a magnetic field

sensitivity threshold for baroreceptor and cardiovascular

regulation in the 10-20 µT range.

A simple converging neural network model demonstrates

amplitude window behaviour as possible explanation for

lack of observed human cardiovascular effect in higher

magnetic field exposure studies.
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